CEIVER KICK OFF EVENT 30.11-2.12 2015

CEIVER CONTACT LIST
• Grow, Design Management Seminar / APRIL 2013 (80 participants)
• Innovation Forward - Strategies for Future Success / MAY 2013 (120 participants)
• Innovation & Creativity 4 Companies in 4 Steps / NOVEMBER 2013 (200 participants)
• Interdisciplinary Education, Panel in the Israeli Higher Education Council
• Open Design Hub / November 2014 (200 participants)
• Creative Economy FSTV / July 2016 (115 participants)
• Creative Leadership Manifesto / May 2017 (80 lead stakeholders)
New collaborations with the Industry:

- Joint Courses and Research Practices
- Delta | Bank Hapoalim | El-Al | Sucrazit | Plasgd etc.

visit at Sucrazit
New Programs Introduction:

- Design Research, Service Design, 360 Creative Leadership
- Joint Program with Tel-Aviv university
- Faculty Trainings
Innovation Hubs Set Up: ACT Shenkar

- Building the Excellence of Shenkar
- Advancing the Institutional Culture
- Attracts new Donors
New sector specific research centers opened:

1. CIRTex // The David & Barbara Blumenthal Israel Center for Innovation and Research in Textiles
2. The Inspire Center for Photography Research
Enlarging our network:

• Collaboration with the Ministry of Economy, Horizon2020 Applications
• International Workshops for Students and Faculty
• Students Exchange programs
FACTS
Let's begin with some numbers

27 ENTREPRENEURS FUNDED BY ACT

HUNDREDS OF STUDENTS PARTICIPATING IN ACT PROGRAMS EVERY YEAR

TENS NEW PARTNERSHIPS FORMATIONS

13 NEW RESEARCH GRANTS AWARDED

11 COLLABORATION PROJECTS WITH THE INDUSTRY

4 INTERNATIONAL AWARDS IN THE CBC COMPETITION

2 TNUFA PROGRAM
4 KAMIN PROGRAM
1 FTA
2 INDUSTRIAL CONSORTIUMS
1 TRADITIONAL INDUSTRY PROGRAM
1 DEVELOPMENTS FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
2 MINISTRY OF DEFENSE
FACTS

Let's begin with some numbers

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONAL / PROFESSIONAL PERSONAL / NATIONAL INTERNATIONAL

1 POSITION PAPER: "DESIGN FOR GROWTH"
INTERNATIONAL PROJECT LEAD BY ACT APPROVED FOR FUNDING BY THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION

20 PATENTS
REGISTERED PATENTS
DESIGN PATENT
PATENTS IN REGISTRATION PROCESS

INFLUENCE CIRCLES
Dissemination, Awareness Rising, Impact Tools:
Books | Reports | Position Papers | Recommendations for policy change
Impact on Policy

- CLEVER coordinator participates in a forum set for "Israel labor market 20-40" which gathers senior representatives from the Israeli industry sectors
- CLEVER coordinator was invited to a steering committee in the Higher Education Council to build a new framework for innovation centers in higher education